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Simplification of geodata is promising in the context of data reduction for mobile applications. However,
choosing the best simplification algorithm depends on the correct parameterization of the algorithm with
respect to the specific data. This is a difficult task for any mobile application provider. This paper
proposes a generic approach to simplification, which gives the mobile application provider a means to
choose the appropriate algorithm including the most optimal parameter value according to his/her
demands. This demand-driven notion adds a new aspect to the research about simplification. The paper
proposes a design of an architecture for the determination of such simplification algorithms and
demonstrates satisfying results based on a study applied to Dutch topographic road data from TOP10NL.
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INTRODUCTION
Geodata are used in a broad variety of mobile applications for different domains such as transport,
tourism, security and disaster management. All mobile applications have characteristics in common that
limit the amount of data that can be portrayed: limited bandwidth of the network, limited power supply of
the mobile devices and limited display capabilities of the mobile devices. This requires that the amount of
transferred geodata has to be reduced as much as possible, while taking the readability of the portrayed
geodata into account. The ways to reduce geodata are a) to define the specific thematic selection or filter
criteria, b) to compress the data by applying common zipping algorithms, c) to clip the data by cropping
with the geometry of the desired spatial extent and d) to delete unimportant or unperceivable aspects of the
data. For the last method, techniques from the field of generalization (Weibel and Dutton, 1999) can be
applied, as some of them simplify the geometries and thereby reduce the number of data elements
(vertices) that have to be transferred while preserving the major geometric characteristics. Thus these so
called simplification algorithms of generalization are not designed to merge or delete any features. This is
an important aspect, as the client can still access all features of the complete dataset and request desired
details if needed.
However, incorporating generalization functionality appropriately into applications is very complex.
Besides choosing the correct simplification algorithm it is also challenging to determine the correct
parameter values in order to produce the desired result. This is due to the different and interrelated effects
of parameter values and the different parameter semantics of the different algorithms in general but also
due to the heterogeneity and the characteristics of the dataset itself. Therefore it is necessary to give the
mobile application provider a reliable mechanism at hand, which always produces sufficiently reduced
datasets, while retaining their essentials. As it is always possible to measure the effect of data reduction by
calculating the ratio of vertices before and after the simplification, we propose a relative measurement,
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which defines the degree of simplification in relation to the original dataset. This ratio-based approach
adds a new aspect to simplification, as it also introduces a demand-driven and generic means to
simplification. This ratio-based simplification is demand-driven, as the data reduction ratio is the major
concern of the mobile application provider. The proposed approach is generic, because it provides a shared
basis to configure different simplification algorithms in the same way. This shared basis allows easily
comparison of several simplification algorithms and their simplified results.
This ratio-based approach enables the determination of the desired degree of data reduction (i.e.
simplification ratio) and to compare the simplified results, which are all based on the same simplification
ratio, but applied on different algorithms. Providing these results as maps to the mobile application
provider will give him/her a valid means to select the appropriate algorithm. Therefore a prototype has
been designed in which different simplification scenarios (algorithms, ratios and their effects in the form
of maps) are presented to the mobile application provider.
This paper will first give an overview about simplification and describe its relevance in the context of
mobile applications. Then the ratio parameter is described in more detail. After that the paper presents
some results (based on Dutch road data) and demonstrates the positive effect of our approach, which
enables the comparison of different data reduction scenarios (what algorithms and what values to choose)
for mobile applications based on the most relevant criteria (visual effects and effective data reduction).
The paper ends with a conclusion.

INTRODUCTION TO SIMPLIFICATION
The theory of generalization describes the concept of operators and algorithms (Weibel and Dutton,
1999). Operators such as simplification describe the effect on features and collections of features in a
generic fashion. These operators are the basis for algorithms, which implement their generic notion. As
there are more algorithms for an operator, the applicability of such algorithms is hard to determine by a
non-expert (e.g. the mobile application provider). This is the reason, why we propose a generic view on
such an operator. Simplification1 is performed on lines but also on polygons. Applying simplification to a
line, consisting of start and end point and an ordered set of intermediate points affects the line by
eliminating the unimportant (i.e. selecting important) intermediate points, which do not hold a desired
simplification tolerance. It is important to note, that simplification is strictly about selection/elimination of
intermediate points (vertices), not about moving them (Saalfeld 1999).
Research has yielded a lot of algorithms (Li, 2006), which apply different strategies to eliminate points.
This leads to parameters with different semantics, which cause different effects on the data. So there is no
generic basis to use these algorithms homogeneously. For instance the Douglas Peucker (DP) algorithm
(Douglas and Peucker, 1973) uses a distance measurement to test each single point. Instead the
Visvalingam and Whyatt (VW) algorithm (Visvalingam and Whyatt, 1993) applies an area measurement.
Thus these algorithms require different parameter types and cause different effects on the data, as it was
recently again demonstrated visually by a web application of Harrower and Bloch (2006). The DP
algorithm for instance is spikier than the VW. But the VW fails in some data situations to produce good
cartographic results because it does not take the shape of the measured area in account. These two
1

We are aware of the fact, that the paper deals with the special case of line simplification, but as the terms
simplification and line simplification are used interchangeably in the literature (McMaster and Shea,
1992), we will use the more general term simplification.
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algorithms are taken as examples for our study to demonstrate the applicability of our proposed approach.
We are aware of the fact, that there are different modifications to these algorithms, which solve
topological errors (Saalfeld, 1999) and include more sophisticated measurements (Zhou and Jones, 2004),
but even then the problem of heterogeneity of parameters still holds.

Simplification in the Context of Mobile Applications
Most of the recent projects (Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2005; Burghardt et al., 2004) about mobile
applications with a link to generalization did not address the need of data reduction. Even the application
of data reduction algorithms for generalization has been doubted by some researchers (Li 1993), because it
can affect the cartographic representation of the data significantly.
Besides the already mentioned benefits of simplification in the context of mobile application is that the
data to be processed on the client side is reduced to a reasonable amount. The reduced amount of data
improves the performance (due to less communication time) and decreases the power consumption of the
mobile client while running the desired mobile application. In general we claim that using appropriate
simplification algorithms reduces data reasonably without considerably modifying the visual result (as
also shown in the section about the results using DP algorithm). However we are aware of the fact that the
quality of the visual result depends on the target scale and the data characteristics.
We admit that simplification might result in drawbacks concerning cartographic representation, as it
deletes aspects of the data, which might be relevant for appropriate cartographic representation. However,
as we apply simplification only to reduce the transferred data, we do not suggest displaying the reduced
data directly on the client side without further modification. Instead we recommend applying further
generalization operators such as displacement or enhancement for display purposes afterwards.

DESIGN OF A RATIO-BASED SIMPLIFICATION
The proposed ratio-based simplification approach is called generic, because it provides a valid basis to
perform and evaluate simplification with the same configuration applied to different simplification
algorithms. Additionally it can measure the effectiveness of any algorithm. Our approach reflects the
demand of data reduction, as this demand is valid for most cases, in which simplification is required. In
order to meet this popular demand directly, we introduce the simple measurement of simplification ratio.
This ratio can easily be converted automatically to the corresponding parameter value of the algorithm (by
comparing the amount of data of the original with the result), which makes it quite easy to apply it on the
actual algorithms. This was at least the experience we got while implementing our approach
prototypically.
The simplification ratio is defined as the ratio between the number of vertices (i.e. number of
intermediate points plus start and end point) in the dataset before and after simplification. It is important to
note that this definition is purely focusing on the data reduction aspect of simplification and is applied to
the complete dataset. We are aware of the fact, that there is also the possibility to define it based on
cartographic aspects.

RESULTS
The test environment is based on the generalization web service introduced in Foerster and Stoter (2006),
which features a client plug-in for JUMP2. This framework is available under open source license and
2

Java Unified Mapping Platform website: http://www.jump-project.org
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hosted at the 52º North open source initiative3. The client can trigger remote processes on any
generalization web service by XML messaging and can visualize their results. For test purposes we
deployed the DP algorithm (based on JTS4) and the VW algorithm (own implementation with classic
effective area) in the generalization web service.
The test dataset for this scenario is taken from the Dutch topographic data product TOP10NL (Bakker
and Kolk, 2003), which is applicable to a scale range between approximately 1:10000 and 1:25000. We
applied our approach on a TOP10NL road dataset, which covers an area of 10 x 6 kilometers size and
consists of 6500 line features, which are constructed out of more than 36000 points (i.e. intermediate
points and end and start points).
We tested simplification ratios, as defined in the previous section, from 0.0 (no simplification) to 1.0
(full simplification) in steps of 0.1 to the data using both simplification algorithms. The individual
simplification tolerance values for each algorithm are calculated from the requested ratio. The requested
simplification ratio (x-axis) and the effective data reduction ratio (right y-axis, denoted in percent) are
drawn for both algorithms in charts. The effective data reduction ratio describes the ratio of the request
and response message size as measured on the simplification service. Additionally the charts contain on
the left y-axis the calculated tolerance values of each algorithm to produce the result according to the
requested simplification ratio.
It has to be noted, that the effective data reduction also includes the size of the XML messaging
overhead. However this overhead is always of constant size and its size relatively decreases, as the overall
size of the dataset increases. So the overhead can be ignored in case of larger datasets.
The chart in Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the VW algorithm on the road data and shows a quite linear
decrease of data reduction. Note that though the requested simplification ratio is only 0.1 (or 0.2, or 0.3),
more reduction is obtained in these cases (indicating the estimation of the tolerance values could be further
improved). The data reduction cannot be lower than a little bit below 60 percent. This effect is caused by
the nature of simplification, which is to not delete any line features, thus the line features at this threshold
only consist of start and end points. This is also true for the case of the DP algorithm. So, the charts after
0.6 are not meaningful anymore.

3
4

52º North website: http://www.52north.org
Java Topology Suite website: http://www.vividsolutions.com/jts/jtshome.htm
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Figure 1: Chart demonstrating the effect of different simplification ratios (from no simplification (0.0) to
full simplification (1.0)) to the effective data reduction and the tolerance values using the VW algorithm.

Figure 2 depicts the produced results of the DP algorithm. The values for the effective data reduction
ratio vary a bit in comparison to the first chart. The reason for this effect is the nature of the VW
algorithm, which assigns in some cases the same value of the effective area to more points during the
update of the effective area. Both charts are not very meaningful without looking at the cartographic
representation. They show both the difficulty to determine the actual tolerance value for the simplification
algorithm because they require different tolerance value ranges and they also have a different course over
the increasing simplification rate. Both charts show a big jump, which is due to a certain number of
inhomogeneous segments.
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Figure 2: Chart demonstrating the effect of different simplification ratios (from no simplification (0.0) to
full simplification (1.0)) to the effective data reduction and the tolerance values using the DP algorithm.

However as the simplified data have to be displayed finally on the mobile device, they have to be
evaluated under cartographic aspects as well. This is actually a subjective process and is not the focus of
this paper. We want to point out, that our approach eases this cartographic evaluation as it adds
transparency as it enables to identify the corresponding counterparts for comparison. These counterparts
are produced by different algorithms based on the same simplification ratio. So now the results can be
compared on the same basis. This in the end can improve the cartographic evaluation as it adds a certain
mechanism of objectiveness to it.
Such a cartographic evaluation could be applied on maps as depicted in Figure 3. In this case of
evaluation it is important to choose and compare significant features, which give a good indication about
the cartographic applicability of a chosen simplification ratio. Prominent features in this context are short
roads, which represent curves. It becomes clear that the effect of simplification is significant as such roads
will be simplified roughly with even slightly increasing simplification ratios. As suggested before the DP
algorithm produces better results. However a mobile application provider would not have this kind of
knowledge and also in the case of accessing web-based generalization algorithms a visual check would be
still necessary as well.
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Figure 3: Both algorithms applied to a simplification ratio of 0.6 (top), 0.5 (middle) and 0.4 (bottom) dashed line symbolizes the original line; a straight line symbolizes the generalized one.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
This paper opens up a new discussion about a ratio-based web service interface for generalization, the
deployment of such an interface in a service-oriented architecture and the benefits of ratio-based
simplification in the context of progressive transfer (van Oosterom et al., 2006). Additionally the paper
addresses the need for an intelligent framework to automatically provide the most suitable data reduction
ratio according to the data provider’s requirements.
Finally the proposed ratio-based approach introduces a new aspect to simplification. It covers demands
of the mobile application provider seeking for appropriate data reduction mechanisms. Ratio-based
simplification combined with cartographic evaluation of the simplified results support the mobile
application provider determining the appropriate simplification algorithm and its parameter values.
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